Accurate predictions of the performance of frequency conversion requires knowledge of the spatial variation of departures from the phase-matching condition in the converter crystals. This variation is caused by processes such as crystal growth and crystal surface finishing. Gravitational sag and mounting configurations also lead to deformation and stresses which cause spatially varying departures from the phase-matching condition. We have modeled the effect of gravitational forces on conversion efficiency performance of horizontal converter crystals and have shown for the NW mounting configurations that gravity has very little effect on conversion efficiency.
BACKGROUND
Efficient frequency doubling and tripling occurs at the phase matching condition. For Type I frequency doubling, the phase velocities of the second harmonic(2o) and fundamental (l o) waves are equal at the phase-matching condition. For Type II frequency tripling, the phase velocities of the third harmonic, second harmonic and fundamental waves are equal. In this paper, we describe the modeling of the effects of gravity forces on the phase-matching condition in Type I KDP doublers and the resultant effect on frequency tripling efficiency. We have neglected in this analysis the effects of gravity sag on the tripler crystal since it has much lower angular sensitivity than the doubler. For Type I doubling the phase mismatch factor Ak is given by: Ak = 4/[ne(O,2ojj)-no(ojj')]
(1) where 0 is the angle between the optical axis and the incoming ray, and is the stress tensor; n0 is the ordinary refractive index; and e 5 the extraordinary refractive index. The modeling results in this paper will show the effect on .k due to the crystal being subjected to gravity and different mounting configurations. The Type I doubler is the crystal in the NIF converter with the highest angular sensitivity. The anisotropic mechanical and optical properties of KDP were obtained from reference 1.
MODELING OF EFFECTS OF GRAViTY ON FREQUENCY CONVERSION

1 Crystal configurations for the modeling
We modeled the deformation and stress in the KDP Doubler using the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory finite element code NIKE3D2. This code can utilize anisotropic material properties. The Type I KDP crystal plates used for the modeling had dimensions of 37cmx37cmxlcm. A grid of 47x47x7 node points was defined for the plate. Displacements were calculated for each node point. The stress tensor was calculated in elements bounded by each set of adjacent 8 node points.
Three mounting configurations were studied (1) Supported at 4 corner (2) Simply supported around full periphery (3) Clamped around full periphery.
For case (3), one crystal surface has a linear clamping force applied to it through a compliant strip with an elastic modulus of 200 lbs/in2. For the modeling a linear clamping force 1 .0 lb/in was used.
2.2 Effects of gravity-induced deformation on doubler converter crystal performance Figure 1 shows a schematic of a crystal with gravity sag and an incoming ray. For elastic deformations, the phase matching direction is normal to the crystal surface. Finite element code calculations have also shown that the phase-matching direction for a given x, y location is the same at all distances into the crystal. The angle between the initial ray direction and the surface normal divided by the refractive index is the local detuning angle. This local detuning angle is the parameter that relates a change in conversion efficiency to a deformation of the crystal surface due to gravity. The displacement or sag itself is not important for frequency conversion; the important quantity is the local slope of the surface. We have calculated the local detuning angle distributions for the three configurations listed above. Figure 2 shows the detuning angle distribution for the doubler crystal mounted at 4 corners. The four corner support configuration results in detuning angles that would result in very large drops in doubling efficiency so it is no longer considered for NIF. Figure 3 shows the calculated detuning angle distribution for a Type I doubler simply supported(no clamping moments) around the full periphery. Figure 4 shows the detuning angle distribution for the Type I doubler clamped around the periphery with a compliant strip. The corresponding displacements are small for this clamped doubler. Figure 5 shows the calculated z-displacement distribution. The center of the plate sags down only 2.6 microns relative to the edges.
We modeled the effect of this doubler crystal deformation on tripling efficiency by applying the doubler detuning angle distribution to the NIIF baseline converter which consists of: 1 im thick KDP Type I doubler, detuning angle(internaI)=24Oirad 9mm thick KD*P Type II tripler All surface reflectivities were assigned a value of 0.5%. The drive consisted of ideal ho plane waves with intensities of 3, 4, and 5 GW/cm2. Figure 6 shows the 3o conversion efficiencies at each value of the detuning angle distribution (240 irad +each internal angle in figure 4) . The plots show very little variation in the conversion efficiency over the detuning angle range. Based on a histogram of the detuning angle distribution, the overall 3o conversion efficiency was calculated for the three ico intensities. The values are:
ho intensity 3co conversion efficiency 3.0GW/cm2 87.23%
4.0GW/cm2 90.51%
5.0GW/cm2 92.17%
From figure 6 and these values it can be concluded that for the doubler in a clamped mounting configuration, the effect of gravity-induced deformation on tripling efficiency is very small.
The Stress-Optic effect
In addition to gravity deforming the crystal and causing local detuning angles, it also leads to a stress distribution in the crystal which alters the phase-matching condition. This occurs through the stress-optic effect3'4 in which the reflective index at a point in a material is altered by the stress at that point.
Pockels' stress-optic threory relates changes in refractive index to stress. Let B. denote the impermeability tensor. is related to the electric displacement tensor D1.
The eigenvalues of B1 are 1/n2 where n is the refractive index for direction k. Pockels' law relates a change in the impermeability tensor AB1 to the stress tensor c. = (4) ltijkl S the piezo-optic coefficient tensor. Values of this tensor are available' for KDP. Modeling of stress-optic effects in the KDP Type I doublers results in finding the value of ne(2c.o)-no(o) at each element in the crystal plate grid. This can then be used to calculate the variation in conversion efficiency due to the stress distribution. We calculate these indices as follows. First NIKE3D is used to calculate the stress tensor at each element in the crystal. AB is then calculated using equation (4) and these values are used to calculate the updated values of B1. for each element. Then the eigenvalues of the subset of B1. in the plane of the crystal are dimensions are calculated at wavlengths corresponding to ho and 2w. knowing that these eigenvalues correspond to 1/n2, n0(ko) and ne(2o) are readily calculated.
Using NIKE3D, we calculated the stress tensor for each element of a horizontal KDP Type I doubler plate subjected to gravity and clamped around its full periphery with a clamping force of 1.0 lb/in. The clamping was done through a compliant strip which has an elastic modulus of 200 lbs/in2. Unlike the deformation which for a given x, y point is the same at all z distances into the crystal, the components of the stress tensor change sign with z distance into the crystal. Thus it is best to examine the &i= ne-no distribution at a single z-location in the crystal rather than analyze the distribution for the full volume at once. Figure 5 shows a histogram of the calculated M(x, y) at the top surface of the crystal. The histogram shows that essentially all of the values lie between 2x107 and 4xl07. These values can be equated to an equivalent detuning angle. One assumes that the An is due to a local rotation of the crystal z-axis.
For a Type I doubler, 4.2x108/prad so the detuning angle range corresponding to the zn range in the histogram is from -4.8piad to 9.4jirad. However as can be seen from the histogram most of the An distribution is between From the above analysis on the effect of the detuning angles due to deformation, it can be concluded that the stress-optic effect has an smaller effect on 3w conversion efficiency that the deformation.
CONCLUSION
We have modeled the effect of gravity on the deformation and stress of a horizontally oriented KDP Type I doubler. The results have shown that gravity sag has a small effect on tripling efficiency when the crystal is supported fully around its periphery. A four point mounting of the crystal however would result in large decrease in conversion efficiency. -10.
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x(cm) y-angie(urod) 3. Detuning angle distribution for the full periphery simply supported doubler crystal. 
